Intelligently Designed Electronic and Computerized Systems for the Food Industry

Computerway Food Systems is
the leader in integrated production
and inventory control systems for
food processing plants. With 30
years in business, CFS experts
have over 100 years of cumulative
industry experience.
Integrated Sizing Systems
Our experts use the most
sophisticated technology to build
the fastest and most accurate
overhead sizing line controls ever
built.
Production and Inventory
Systems
Computerway's versatile and
reliable systems are providing
measurable returns. The
HelpDesk's 24x7 technical support
team is an instrumental service
that no other company in the
industry can offer.
Call or email us today to talk about
your needs and schedule a visit.
It's a great time to get started!
336-841-7289 email

SIZING & Beyond

PRODUCTION CONTROL

The Computerway Wolf and

with Computerway's R7 System

Coyote

Computerway integrates software,

` Most Functionality

hardware, support and experience to

` Best Reliability and Support
` Expandable and upgrade-able
` Higher Rate of Return
The Wolf Integrated Sizing System
supports 48 Drops and 4 Weigh
Stations per line.
Production efficiency increases

create effective long-term solutions for our
customers.
B15s - Industrial touchscreen computers built in our facility,
loaded with Computerway's Scale Labeling Control
software and equipped with the peripheral hardware.
Weigh and label finished goods with a configurable label
and barcode - reporting, standardizing and traceability start
here.

with the ability to Rate Limit

The application and hardware configurable options span the

across multiple lines.

entire food processing spectrum, with core fundamentals:

The Wolf Reporting options are the
best in the industry with thorough
and flexible options.

` Giveaway Control
` Standard Product Specifications.
Customers experience production efficiency improvements
with SLC stations replacing old methods of labeling finished
goods. With 800+ stations in operation, this is an industry
staple.

What's New
The dSC (Digital Scale Controller) A quick 30-second process
to calibrate scales - it is FAST and
EASY!

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Watch it here.

RF Scanning leads to TRACEABILITY
The Computerway R7 Inventory and
Shipping system is a result of 20 years of
development and 100 processing plant
installations. It is highly configurable with
solid principles in:
` Serialized Tracking of Cases/Pallets
` Inventory Accuracy - Packaging, WIP and Finished
Goods
` Shipping and Receiving Controls
` Traceability and Recall
See for yourself! Contact us to setup a web demo.

We want to hear from
you!
635 Southwest Street
High Point, NC 27260
United States

www.mycfs.com

CALL or EMAIL
336.841.7289

